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Early Frameshift Mutation in PIGA Identified in a Large XLID
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ABSTRACT: The phosphatidylinositol glycan class A
(PIGA) protein is a member of the glycosylphosphatidyli-
nositol anchor pathway. Germline mutations in PIGA
located at Xp22.2 are thought to be lethal in males. How-
ever, a nonsense mutation in the last coding exon was
recently described in two brothers with multiple congeni-
tal anomalies-hypotonia-seizures syndrome 2 (MCAHS2)
who survived through birth likely because of the hypomor-
phic nature of the truncated protein, but died in their first
weeks of life. Here, we report on a frameshift mutation
early in the PIGA cDNA (c.76dupT; p.Y26Lfs∗3) that
cosegregates with the disease in a large family diagnosed
with a severe syndromic form of X-linked intellectual dis-
ability. Unexpectedly, CD59 surface expression suggested
the production of a shorter PIGA protein with residual
functionality. We provide evidence that the second me-
thionine at position 37 may be used for the translation of
a 36 amino acids shorter PIGA. Complementation assays
confirmed that this shorter PIGA cDNA was able to par-
tially rescue the surface expression of CD59 in a PIGA-
null cell line. Taken together, our data strongly suggest
that the early frameshift mutation in PIGA produces a
truncated hypomorph, which is sufficient to rescue the
lethality in males but not the MCAHS2-like phenotype.
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Introduction
The extensive search for genes involved in X chromosome-linked

intellectual disability (XLID), which affects 0.3% of the population,
already revealed about 90 XLID genes for which their proteins are
involved in many different pathways [Gécz et al., 2009; Ropers,
2010]. However, at least half of the XLID families remain unsolved.
Today, next generation sequencing allows for fast high-throughput
detection of mutations in many different diseases including XLID.

Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) is synthesized and trans-
ferred to proteins in the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum.
In mammals, more than 20 proteins are involved in this process
and at least 150 proteins carry this GPI sorting moiety [Fujita and
Kinoshita, 2012]. The 16 kb long PIGA (MIM #311770) located
at Xp22.2, encodes a protein that is required for the first step of
GPI-anchor biosynthesis [Brodsky, 2008]. Somatic mutations in
PIGA were first described to be causal for paroxysmal nocturnal
hemoglobinuria (PNH), which is an uncommon acquired hemolytic
anemia (MIM #300818) [Takeda et al., 1993]. Clonal expansion of
hematopoietic cells with mutations in PIGA result in complement-
mediated lysis of PNH erythrocytes due to loss of the protecting cell
surface GPI-anchor proteins (GPI-AP) CD55 and CD59 [Brodsky,
2008]. Almost all PIGA mutations are unique, indicative for their
somatic nature. Germline loss-of-function mutations were thought
to be embryonically lethal because they had not been detected
[Rosse, 1993]. Indeed, the generation of a Piga knockout mouse
was not successful while Piga-deficient mice were only viable with
very low-grade mosaicism [Kawagoe et al., 1996]. Germline mu-
tations in other members of the GPI-anchor glycosylation family
have been described to be associated with severe syndromes that of-
ten include hyperphosphatasia, seizures, hypotonia, and neurolog-
ical symptoms. Compound heterozygous mutations in PIGL (MIM
#605947) result in CHIME syndrome (MIM #280000) [Ng et al.,
2012], whereas in PIGN (MIM #606097) they cause multiple con-
genital anomalies-hypotonia-seizures syndrome 1 (MCAHS1; MIM
#614080) [Maydan et al., 2011]. A homozygous promoter variation
in PIGM (MIM #610273) leads to a clinical phenotype that includes
portal venous thrombosis and absence seizures (MIM #610293)
[Almeida et al., 2006]. Homozygous or compound heterozygous
mutations in PIGV (MIM #610274) [Krawitz et al., 2010] as well
as compound heterozygous mutations in PIGO (MIM #614730)
[Krawitz et al., 2012] were detected to cause hyperphosphatasia
with mental retardation syndrome 1 (HPMRS1; MIM #239300)
and -2 (HPMRS2; MIM #614749), respectively. Although complete
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absence of PIGA is thought to be embryonically lethal, a nonsense
mutation in the last coding exon has recently been reported in two
newborn brothers suffering from MCAHS2 (MIM #300868) [John-
ston et al., 2012]. They demonstrated that a PIGA hypomorph allows
survival past the embryonic stage. Next to mutations in these ER-
localized proteins, missense mutations in PGAP2, which is involved
in fatty acid GPI-anchor remodeling in the Golgi, have recently been
reported in patients with severe developmental delay and elevated
serum alkaline phosphatase activity [Hansen et al., 2013; Krawitz
et al., 2013]. All mutations identified in this GPI-anchor pathway re-
sult in reduced functional activity but no complete loss-of-function
has been described for any of these proteins.

Here, we describe the identification of an insertion mutation in
PIGA resulting in an early frameshift (p.Y26Lfs∗3) that was expected
to cause lethality in males from a large family. However, normal
CD59 surface expression in the patient suggests the production of
a truncated protein with sufficient residual activity to survive into
adulthood. We demonstrated that a shorter PIGA starting from the
second methionine indeed acts as a hypomorph, which could explain
the clinical features in these males. As their clinical characteristics
are less severe than those reported for MCAHS2 [Johnston et al.,
2012], we define it here as the MCAHS2-like syndrome.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statements

The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of
the University Hospitals Leuven, and informed consent was obtained
from the parents of the affected patients and their healthy family
members. DNA was extracted from peripheral blood using standard
procedures.

X Chromosome Exome Sequencing and Validation

Detailed information will be published elsewhere (Kalscheuer
et al., unpublished). Briefly, X chromosome exome enrichment
was performed on sequencing libraries using the Agilent Sure-
Select Human X Chromosome Kit (Agilent Technologies, Palo
Alto, CA). Single-end deep sequencing was performed on the
Genome Analyzer GAIIx (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Reads were
mapped to the human reference genome based on UCSC March
2006 (Hg18; http://genome.ucsc.edu/). The DNA mutation num-
bering was based on cDNA sequence NM 002641.3. The insertion
frameshift variant in PIGA was confirmed on another DNA sam-
ple of the patient by regular Sanger sequencing on an ABI3500xl
sequence analyzer (Life Technologies, Foster City, CA) as was the
cosegregation analysis. Primer sequences of this study are provided
in Supp. Table S1.

Expression Analysis by PCR and qPCR

Total RNA was extracted from mouse brain, heart, liver, and blood
using standard procedures, or purchased for the same human tissues
(Life Technologies). Total RNA was also extracted from EBV-PBLs
derived from the proband of family L024 as well as controls. After
cDNA synthesis, regular PCR was done with primer pairs PIGA-
a/c and PIGA-b/c to check for the different isoforms in EBV-PBLs.
For quantitative analyses, qPCR was performed with the SYBRgreen
method on an LC480 system (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) as previ-
ously described [Vandewalle et al., 2009], using PIGA primer pairs
in exon 2 and 6 for the human and mouse tissue samples. The

housekeeping gene GUSB/Gusb was used for normalization. Primer
sequences of this study are provided in Supp. Table S1.

CD59 Complementation Assay

An EBV-PBL cell line from the proband, a PNH patient and three
control individuals as well as a PIGA-null TF1 cell line were cul-
tured in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum
and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Surface expression of CD59 was
performed by FACS analysis using the anti-CD59 antibody with
FLAER adjustment as described previously [Brodsky et al., 2000;
Sutherland et al., 2009]. For the complementation assay of an N-
terminal truncated PIGA, we cloned the PIGA-M37 cDNA construct
in the piggyBac-based vector PB-CAG [Zou et al., 2012], to yield
PB-PIGA-M37(109–1455). Plasmid constructs were confirmed by
sequencing. Electroporation of 1, 2, and 5 μg of this truncated or the
full length wild-type (wt) construct, PB-PIGA-wt(1–1455) carrying
the PIGA-wt cDNA (available in the lab), together with a second
vector expressing an improved transposase gene [Yusa et al., 2011],
into PIGA-null TF1 cells was done using a 4D-Amaxa Nucleofector
system (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) as described previously [Savage
et al., 2009]. Two weeks after puromycin (10 μg/ml) selection for
stable clones, cells were stained with anti-CD59 monoclonal anti-
body or FLAER followed by FACS CaliburTM flow cytometry (Becton
Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Data analysis was performed using
FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR). The TF1 cell line without
a PIGA mutation was used as a positive control.

Results

Identification of a PIGA Variant in L024

L024 is a large Belgian family (Fig. 1) diagnosed with presumed
X-linked infantile spasm syndrome (MIM #308350) in five affected
males suffering from profound retardation, axial hypotonia, epilep-
tic seizures, and hypsarrhythmia. This family has been described
previously by Claes et al. (1997) as family B. Of special note is that
none of the patients suffered from any signs of PNH. Multipoint
linkage analysis revealed significant linkage to Xpter – Xp11.4 (LOD
2.36) in which PIGA resides. Previously, all known XLID genes lo-
cated in this interval had been sequenced without finding a potential
causal variant [de Brouwer et al., 2007]. Also, karyotyping and X
chromosome-specific array-CGH were normal.

We applied chromosome X-specific exome sequencing on DNA
from probands of unsolved families as part of a large screen on > 400
idiopathic XLID families (unpublished). In the linkage interval, 148
RefSeq protein coding genes were located and the reads covered the
targeted regions by 96% with an average fold of 92×. After filtering
of all variants against publicly available data including the 1000
Genomes project (http://browser.1000genomes.org/index.html),
dbSNP135 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/), and the Exome
Variant Server (EVS: http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/), as well as
against our in-house database, four novel variants remained. The
splice mutation in HS6ST2 was not considered harmful since trun-
cating mutations are reported in normal male individuals (EVS).
As the missense variants in RBM3 and RLIM did not segregate with
the disease in the family, a single potential causal variant remained
in the proband (IV.2) of family L024. It consisted of a one base (T)
insertion at position ChrX:15,349,979 (complement strand; UCSC
Hg19; http://genome.ucsc.edu) located in the coding sequence of
PIGA (c.76dupT; NM 002641.3). The T insertion, confirmed by
Sanger sequencing, resulted in a frameshift that generates a stop
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Figure 1. Pedigree of the L024 family. The affected boy IV.2 from whom the cell line was obtained, is indicated by the arrow. His four affected
maternal uncles died and no DNA is available. The individuals that could be tested are indicated as carrying the apparent deleterious T insertion
in PIGA (insT) or not (Nrl).

codon after amino acid (AA) 28 (p.Y26Lfs∗3). Cosegregation anal-
ysis demonstrated that the PIGA variant was inherited from his
healthy carrier mother (III.4). We also observed this T insertion in
the unaffected grandmother (II.2) and maternal aunt (III.2), but
not in the four healthy males (II.3, III.10, IV.1, IV.3) of the fam-
ily. DNA was unavailable from the other affected males III.7, III.8,
III.11, and III.13, who died at ages 1.5, 21, 18, and 5 years, respec-
tively, due to respiratory infections or prolonged status epilepticus,
inherent to their clinical characteristics. The proband (IV.2) cur-
rently is 24 years old. This variant is present in the LOVD database
(www.lovd.nl/PIGA) with number 0006897.

Expression Analysis of PIGA Isoforms

In order to check whether the mutation resides within the most
commonly used PIGA isoforms, we performed qualitative and quan-
titative cDNA analysis in both man and mouse. In both species,
this gene locates on the X chromosome and has a highly similar
gene structure harboring 6 exons. In human, four isoforms are pre-
dicted, which only differ in the extent of (parts of) exon 2 (Supp.
Fig. S1A). We confirmed the presence of these four isoforms in hu-
man cDNA samples derived from Epstein–Barr virus-transfected
peripheral blood lymphocyte (EBV-PBLs) RNA, including the sam-
ple from the affected male of family L024 (Supp. Fig. S1B), demon-
strating that the frameshift mutation does not affect the production
of any of these transcripts. From these isoforms, two predicted cod-
ing transcripts were deduced, which only differ in their N-terminal
parts (Supp. Fig. S1A). The main human coding isoform contains
484 AA (485 AA in mouse) and has its start early in exon 2, followed
by exons 3, 4, 5, and 6. The second predicted human coding isoform
starts in exon 1 but skips exon 2 thereby producing a hypothetical
protein of 250 AA (264 AA in the mouse). Therefore, the germline
predicted frameshift mutation early in exon 2 would be viable in our
patient if the short isoform, which does not contain exon 2, would
preferentially be expressed in cells from the hematopoietic system
and thus would not affect cell surface expression in blood cells, pre-
cluding PNH. To test this hypothesis, we checked for the usage of
both coding transcripts in cDNA obtained from mouse and human
brain, heart, liver, and blood RNA samples. Relative quantification
of the two coding isoforms was performed by qPCR using primer
sets within exon 2, which only detects the long isoform, or within
exon 6, detecting both the long and short coding isoforms. The dif-

Figure 2. PIGA mRNA expression analysis in family L024 and in con-
trols. Relative quantitation of mRNA expression by qPCR in EBV-PBLs
from the affected individual (L024) and four control males (Co). qPCR
primer pairs in exon 2 (long isoform) and exon 6 (long and short iso-
forms) were used. Fold difference in expression is given relative to
the mean of the controls. Standard deviations from three independent
assays are provided.

ference in expression levels obtained for both exons can thus be used
as a measure for the preferential usage of either of both isoforms.
Our data clearly show that indeed, most transcripts carry exon 2 in
both human and mouse brain and blood samples, since the ratios
obtained were always close to 1.00 (Supp. Fig. S2). Both noncoding
isoforms appear to be expressed in our patient at physiological levels
as well (Supp. Fig. S1B). To check whether the mutation would affect
the amount of expressed PIGA mRNA, we quantified their levels by
qPCR on total RNA extracted from EBV-PBLs from the proband
IV.2 and male controls as previously described [Vandewalle et al.,
2009], using qPCR primer sets in exon 2 as well as exon 6. After
normalization to GUSB, we did not detect altered PIGA expression
in our patient (Fig. 2).

CD59 Surface Expression and Complementation

As no reliable antibody to human PIGA exists, we performed a
functional assay to check for cell surface expression of CD59 by FACS
analysis using the anti-CD59 antibody with FLAER adjustment.
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Figure 3. CD59 surface expression analysis in cells from L024 and controls. Flow cytometry on EBV-PBLs from patient (L024) and three control
males (Co) stained with anti-CD59 Ab. A: Contour plot of flow cytometric analysis (left) and a histogram plot analysis of CD59 expression (right). MFI
is the mean of fluorescence intensity of CD59 expression. Isotype control (top) and Co1 cells (bottom). B: Overlay plots of CD59 surface expression
of Co1–3 and L024. Values for the experimental samples were based upon setting the baseline value for the isotype control.

Interestingly, the EBV-PBL cell line from the proband of L024
showed CD59 surface expression well within the normal range of the
controls (Fig. 3). Complete absence was noted in a control EBV-PBL
cell line derived from a PNH patient. These data clearly demonstrate
that the early frameshift mutation in exon 2 does not affect GPI-AP
surface expression strongly indicating that at least the first 25 AA
are not essential for a fully functional PIGA protein. Therefore, we
tested the possibility that the second methionine located at position
37 (M37) would be used as the alternative start codon thereby gen-
erating an N-terminal truncated PIGA protein. Additional support
for that hypothesis comes from its evolutionary amino-acid conser-
vation. The PIGA protein sequence is highly conserved up to yeast
but always shows the poorest conservation in the first 31 AA. As
an example, comparison of mouse and human PIGA, performed
by BLS2seq (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi), is shown in
Supp. Figure S3 and indicates that this N-terminal part does not
share a common function between species or that it is not crucially
important.

To test whether the truncated PIGA-M37 was functionally active,
we generated constructs for expression of PIGA-M37(109–1455)
and PIGA-wt(1–1455) (Fig. 4A). Electroporation of 1, 2, and 5 μg
of both vectors into PIGA-null TF1 cells, followed by puromycin
selection yielded stable clones that were stained with anti-CD59 an-
tibody or FLAER followed by FACS. The percentage and mean flu-
orescent intensity (MFI) data from three independent assays clearly
demonstrated that the PIGA-M37(109–1455) construct partially
complements the cell surface expression of CD59 as well as other
GPI-APs (measured by FLAER) when compared with the PIGA-
wt(1–1455) construct (Fig. 4B). While transfection of PIGA-null
TF1 cells with 1 μg of PB-PIGA-wt(1–1455) was able to fully re-
store GPI-anchor surface expression with very similar MFI values
as the wild-type TF1 cells (data not shown), even 5 μg of PB-PIGA-
M37(109–1455) was not sufficient for complete restoration. These
data confirm that the production of an N-terminal 36 AA shorter
PIGA protein could act as a hypomorph for GPI-AP cell surface
expression.

Discussion
We report on a frameshift insertion mutation in PIGA that was

predicted to result in complete absence of this protein causing the
severe hematological condition PNH, which however was absent
in the mutation-carrying male patients. We first demonstrated that
the long PIGA isoform including exon 2 is the main transcript in
all tested tissues. Indeed, the usage of an exon 2-carrying transcript
in blood is in agreement with the identification of PNH-related
frameshift and nonsense mutations in this exon [Yamada et al.,
1995; Nafa et al., 1998; Johnson and Hillmen, 2002]. The expression
of both predicted noncoding transcripts that have alternative splice
sites within exon 2, did not seem to be affected. No function has yet
been described for these presumed transcripts [Bessler et al., 1994].

Deleterious PIGA germline mutations were predicted to be em-
bryonically lethal, supported by the Piga knockout mouse [Kawagoe
et al., 1996]. Moreover, skewing and somatic cell selection has been
reported to rescue Piga mutation-carrying female mice from lethal-
ity [Keller et al., 1999]. Recently however, the first germline PIGA
mutation (p.R412X) has been reported in a family with MCAHS2.
The three affected males harboring this nonsense mutation devel-
oped to term but died 4–11 weeks postnatally due to pneumonia,
respiratory failure, or stroke [Johnston et al., 2012]. Since this non-
sense mutation located in the last exon (exon 6) of PIGA, it was
suggested not to be subjected to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay
producing a truncated protein that lacks the C-terminal 73 AA.
Indeed, a CD59 complementation assay demonstrated residual ac-
tivity from the truncated PIGA, which precluded prenatal lethality
in that family. In our family, the frameshift insertion mutation early
in PIGA surprisingly did not show any change in CD59 surface ex-
pression in lymphocytes from the proband, which seems to indicate
that hypomorphic germline mutations in the GPI anchor pathway
is more conspicuous on granulocytes. Subtle to nonexistent differ-
ences in GPI-AP expression on lymphocytes and red blood cells have
been previously reported [Almeida et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2013].
In any case, these data are in line with a potential reinitiation of
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Figure 4. Complementation assay for CD59 surface expression and FLAER. A: Schematic representation of plasmids for the wild-type PIGA cDNA
(PB-PIGA-wt(1–1455)) and truncated PIGA cDNA coding for a protein starting at methionine 37 (PB-PIGA-M37(109–1455)). B: PIGA-null TF1 cells
were transfected with different amounts of PIGA-wt and PIGA-M37 cDNA plasmids as indicated on the left. After selection with puromycin, cells
were stained with anti-CD59 antibody (left panels) or FITC-conjugated FLAER (right panels) and analyzed by FACS. Plots show mean fluorescence
intensity (MFI) for the TF1 PIGA-null cells (indicated in green), and TF1 cells transfected with different amounts of PB-PIGA-wt (blue) or PB-PIGA-M37
(red).

translation downstream of this insertion resulting in a truncated
PIGA protein starting at the methionine 37.

Additional evidence for the hypomorphic activity of an
N-terminal shorter protein comes from the initial cloning of mouse
Piga [Kawagoe et al., 1994]. The group of Kinoshita first isolated a
so-called ‘truncated cDNA’ with an open reading frame that started
at the second Methionine (Met) located at position AA 37 of the cur-
rent protein. After transfection of this truncated cDNA in BW5147
Thy-1– cells, complementation of Thy-1 expression was only par-
tially obtained. Therefore, they extended the 5′ end to get the full-
length cDNA revealing a much higher Thy-1 expression. Secondly,
frameshift or nonsense mutations that affect the first 36 amino acids
have not been described in PNH patients. The reported p.R19W mis-
sense variant is a known polymorphism (rs34422225) [Nafa et al.,
1998], while the contribution of the p.I35K variant to PNH is highly
doubtful because of the concurrent splice site mutation resulting in
deletion of exon 4 in this patient [Yamada et al., 1995]. Therefore,
we hypothesize that nonsense or frameshift mutations that affect
the first 36 AA are less likely to result in PNH because of sufficient

residual activity of the alternative M37 form. Functional validation
of this hypothesis however, is required.

As a general rule the AUG closest to the 5′ end of the mRNA tran-
script is being used as the translation start, which is known as the
scanning mechanism [Kozak, 2002]. However, context-dependent
leaky scanning and reinitiation of translation are well-known mech-
anisms to escape this first-ATG rule. Since reinitiation of translation
is a rather inefficient process [Kozak, 2002], the amounts of hypo-
morphic PIGA that are expected to be produced in our patient are
lower than the wild-type levels. However, these reduced amounts,
if any, do not seem to affect GPI-AP cell surface expression. We
were unable to assess the amounts or the molecular weight of PIGA
in our patient because of the unavailability of a decent antibody.
A similar reinitiation event was suspected for a missense mutation
(p.M1L) that abrogated the start codon of SLC16A2/MCT8, which
should lead to the severe Allan–Herdon–Dudley syndrome (AHDS;
MIM #300523). This variant was identified in a male ID patient
without AHDS as well as in healthy male family members. Measure-
ment of T3 levels also demonstrated normal functional activity of
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this protein strongly suggesting that an alternative ATG was used as
the translation start though no formal proof was provided for that
[Frints et al., 2008].

In conclusion, in our XLID family, we suggest the production of
a hypomorphic-truncated PIGA protein produced by reinitiation
of translation due to an early frameshift mutation. The residual ac-
tivity of the apparent truncated PIGA is sufficient to survive into
adulthood but not to rescue the MCAHS2-like associated features.
Moreover, our data demonstrate that mutations in proteins that
play a role early in the GPI anchor biosynthesis do not always re-
sult in a more severe clinical outcome when compared with those
in proteins with functions later in this pathway as has been sug-
gested recently [Hansen et al., 2013]. Very recently, two studies re-
port on two novel germline mutations in PIGA (c.278C>T: p.P93L;
and c.328 330delCCT: p.L344del) in male patients with clinical fea-
tures partially overlapping those of MCAHS2 providing further
evidence for a broader clinical spectrum [Swoboda et al., 2013; van
der Crabben et al., 2013]. The additional presence of hypsarrhyth-
mia, diagnosed in all five affected males of this family, could be a
discriminating feature for hypomorphic PIGA mutations.
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